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Atomic-Scale Observation of Oxygen Vacancy-Induced Step Reconstruction in WO₃

Jie Meng, Zhenyun Lan, Ivano E. Castelli, and Kaibo Zheng*

ABSTRACT: As the most common type of defects in WO₃, surface oxygen deficiencies have been widely investigated in terms of their structure as well as physicochemical properties. In general, oxygen vacancy on the surface may lead to the reconstruction of the surface structure due to the need for surface energy minimization, especially for the area with high oxygen vacancy concentration. However, such a phenomenon has not been directly demonstrated or observed from the experiment. In the paper, we observed such surface reconstruction in the step area or high-index facets in WO₃ using the spherical aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (Cs-STEM) with atomic-scale resolution. This surface reconstruction results in a structure of 5-fold symmetry pentagonal columns, which is first reported. According to the DFT calculation, the formation energy of oxygen vacancy in the step edge is much lower than the smooth surface. Furthermore, the formation energy of oxygen vacancy in the higher index (110) facet is lower than the low index (100) and (010) facets. Our experimental results support these findings, i.e., that the reconstruction is pronounced in the step or high-index facets with a high concentration of oxygen vacancy. Therefore, the high concentration of oxygen vacancy in the step or high-index facet area contributes to the formation of pentagonal column structures. This work could provide a novel insight into the correlation between intrinsic defect and surface structure formation in these materials.

INTRODUCTION

Tungsten oxides (WO₃) have attracted great interest in various applications including sensors, (photo)catalysts, electrochromic/optochromic devices, etc. Oxygen vacancies are the most observed structural defects in WO₃. In general, oxygen vacancies serve as shallow donors in WO₃ that can provide electron carrier concentration and promote n-type conductivity. They can also induce the formation of the polaron that modifies the local electronic structures.

The structure and properties of oxygen vacancies in the bulk WO₃ have been extensively studied. However, the situation may be entirely different when such vacancies reside at the surface of the material. Since the surface is sensitive to the surrounding environment, the surface atoms will tend to be displaced from their original sites determined by the crystal symmetry of the bulk in order to minimize the surface energy. This so-called surface reconstruction occurs when the symmetry of the crystal is broken from the bulk to the surface. Such structural reconstructed surfaces usually induce unconventional physical and chemical properties compared to the bulk materials. As the existence of oxygen vacancy further breaks the local lattice symmetry, we can expect an enhanced surface reconstruction. However, this possible oxygen vacancy induced surface reconstruction has never been clearly visualized experimentally in WO₃. The emerging Cs-corrected transmission electron microscopy (Cs-STEM) with ultimate sub Ångström resolution enables the monitoring of such surface reconstruction at atomic scale.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work, we characterized the surface structure of WO₃ with a special focus on the step area or high-index facets using the spherical aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (Cs-STEM) with atomic-scale resolution. We observe the formation of characteristic pentagonal column structures in those areas for the first time. Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations indicate the low formation energy of oxygen vacancy in all those step structures or high-index facets. Therefore, we concluded the critical role of oxygen vacancy in displacing the neighboring W atoms column position and consequently inducing the surface reconstruction.
corner-sharing WO₆ octahedra as illustrated in Figure 1a. The HAADF-STEM image of WO₃ nanocrystals viewed along the [001] zone axis is shown in Figure 1b with the simulation image presented as an inset in Figure 1b. The details of the HAADF-STEM image simulation are described in the experimental section of the Supporting Information. Since the image contrast in HAADF-STEM is roughly proportional to Z¹.⁶⁻².⁰ (Z: atomic number), the bright dots in Figure 1 indicate the overlapped W–O atomic columns. Oxygen columns are not visible in the image due to the small scattering intensity for the light element. The experimental and simulated HAADF-STEM images further confirm the monoclinic phase of the sample. Although there are the tilted corner-sharing WO₆ octahedra in monoclinic WO₃, anisotropy among three low-index facets, such as (100), (010), and (001), is not obvious. Therefore, in this work, we target (010), (100), and (110). The ideal atomic structure model with the absence of any defects and corresponding ordered arrangement of W–O atomic columns of WO₃ with (010) and (110) facets should be identical as presented in Figure 1c. The higher index facets, such as (110) facets, normally will grow as steps compared to the lower index (100) facet shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2a shows the morphology (inset image) and surface structure of WO₃ nanocrystals. The (110) and (010) exposed surfaces along the [001] zone axis direction are marked by red and yellow dashed lines, respectively (Figure 2b). The surface usually will be arranged as the ReO₃ type or ABO₃ perovskite structure if there is no defect in the surface as shown in Figure 1c. However, we can clearly observe pentagonal columns with 5-fold symmetry exist in the (110) surface as shown in Figure 2b (marked by the red dashed lines). Interestingly, such surface reconstruction is only found in the (110) surface but not in the (010) surface. This pentagonal column structure in tungsten oxides (WO₃₋ₓ) also exists in W₁₈O₄₉ or WO₂₋ₓ when there are abundant oxygen vacancies as illustrated in Figure 2e. As the number of oxygen vacancies increases, WO₆ octahedra in the crystal structure change position from corner-to edge-sharing split by crystallographic shear facets. Non-stoichiometric tungsten with an oxygen deficiency, WOₓ (x = 2.6–3), has various well-defined suboxides known as Magneli WO₁₈O₄₉.
Among all suboxides, such as $\text{W}_3\text{O}_{8.84}$ ($\text{WO}_{2.625}$), $\text{W}_3\text{O}_{8}$ ($\text{WO}_{2.667}$), $\text{W}_{18}\text{O}_{49}$ ($\text{WO}_{2.72}$), $\text{W}_{17}\text{O}_{47}$ ($\text{WO}_{2.765}$), $\text{W}_5\text{O}_{14}$ ($\text{WO}_{2.8}$), $\text{W}_{20}\text{O}_{58}$ ($\text{WO}_{2.9}$), $\text{W}_2\text{O}_5$, $\text{W}_2\text{O}_3$, and $\text{W}_{25}\text{O}_{73}$ ($\text{WO}_{2.92}$), nonstoichiometric $\text{W}_{18}\text{O}_{49}$ is the most commonly observed crystal structure. It contains both octahedral and pentagonal coordinations of the metal atoms by oxygen. The distance from centered $\text{W}$ columns to adjacent $\text{W}$ columns is around 0.33 nm. The distance between two neighboring $\text{W}$ columns is about 0.39 nm. These results agree well with the simulation or the standard $\text{W}--\text{W}$ distance (Figure 2e). That is to say, this 5-fold structure agrees well with pentagonal columns.

Oxygen and the presence of oxygen vacancies thus play an important role in the surface reconstruction. To further evaluate their influence, we calculate the formation energies of oxygen vacancy using DFT. We started by calculating the formation energy at various surfaces (i.e., (100), (010), and (110)). Due to the existence of anisotropy in $\text{WO}_3$, two representative sites were chosen for each surface. As shown in Figures 3a–3c, the formation energy of oxygen vacancy will be easily lost in these areas and do not indicate all the oxygen will be removed.

Oxygen and the presence of oxygen vacancies thus play an important role in the surface reconstruction. To further evaluate their influence, we calculate the formation energies of oxygen vacancy using DFT. We started by calculating the formation energy at various surfaces (i.e., (100), (010), and (110)). Due to the existence of anisotropy in $\text{WO}_3$, two representative sites were chosen for each surface. As shown in Figures 3a–3c, the formation energy of oxygen vacancy in the
impurities. The HAADF STEM images of the Vo-rich WO3 can be well indexed into the monoclinic phase without any other direct evidence for in situ formation of oxygen vacancy at five representative sites 1–5 within the step as shown in Figure 3d. The oxygen vacancy at the sites closer to the step edges (i.e., sites 2–4) exhibits lower formation energies with −0.96, −0.52, and 0.19 eV, respectively. Such calculation indicates the oxygen vacancies are easier to generate at the step area, which could be expected as the driving force of the above-mentioned surface reconstruction observed at the same place. In order to further support our conclusion that the 5-fold symmetry pentagonal column formation due occurs at the place with the existence of oxygen vacancy, we conducted the EDS characterization. As shown in Figure S3 and Table S1 (SI), the atomic ratio in the edge area is lower than the smooth surface, indicating that the edge area exhibits higher oxygen vacancy concentration.

In order to further verify our assumption, we manually increase oxygen vacancy concentration in the WO3 by modifying the solid-state synthesis method under Ar circulation environment. The as-obtained Vo-rich WO3 can be well indexed into the monoclinic phase without any other impurities. The HAADF STEM images of the Vo-rich WO3 nanocrystals are shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b–e with larger magnification. It is obvious that Vo-rich WO3 exhibits many more pentagonal column structures on the surface. The increased pentagonal columns in Vo-rich WO3 manifest the critical role of oxygen vacancy in promoting the surface reconstruction to pentagonal column structures. The underlying mechanism for the surface reconstruction is proposed in Figure 4f. Some of the oxygen atoms around the W atoms at the step area are easily lost forming oxygen vacancies (i). The existence of oxygen vacancy breaks the local symmetry and lowers the structure of WO3. Therefore, W atoms in the edge positions will squeeze into the void area and coordinate with neighboring atoms (ii) and finally form the pentagonal column structures (iii) in order to minimize the surface energy and stabilize the structures.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, through the spherical aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (Cs-STEM) with atomic-scale resolution, we for the first time observed surface reconstruction in the step area or high-index facets of WO3 into 5-fold symmetry pentagonal column structures. DFT calculation indicates those areas in WO3 possess much low oxygen vacancy formation energy. Besides, we confirmed the enhancement of such surface reconstruction with the increase of oxygen vacancy concentration. This demonstrated that the oxygen vacancies promote or facilitate surface reconstruction. This work provides a new insight into the deconstruction of oxygen vacancy at (110) facet is the lowest compared with (100) and (010) facets. Moreover, the formation energies in (110) are negative, indicating the spontaneous formation of oxygen vacancy in this facet. There are three main growth modes accepted: the Volmer–Weber mode (island growth), the Frank–van der Merwe mode (layer-by-layer growth), and the Stranski–Krastanov mode (mixed growth). These growth modes typically will contribute to the formation of step structures, which are known as high-index surfaces. In the next step, we reproduce the step structure at the (110) surface and simulate the formation of oxygen vacancy at five representative sites 1–5 within the step as shown in Figure 3d. The oxygen vacancy at the sites closer to the step edges (i.e., sites 2–4) exhibits lower formation energies with −0.96, −0.52, and 0.19 eV, respectively. Such calculation indicates the oxygen vacancies are easier to generate at the step area, which could be expected as the driving force of the above-mentioned surface reconstruction observed at the same place. In order to further support our conclusion that the 5-fold symmetry pentagonal column formation due occurs at the place with the existence of oxygen vacancy, we conducted the EDS characterization. As shown in Figure S3 and Table S1 (SI), the atomic ratio in the edge area is lower than the smooth surface, indicating that the edge area exhibits higher oxygen vacancy concentration.

In order to further verify our assumption, we manually increase oxygen vacancy concentration in the WO3 by modifying the solid-state synthesis method under Ar circulation environment. The as-obtained Vo-rich WO3 can be well indexed into the monoclinic phase without any other impurities. The HAADF STEM images of the Vo-rich WO3 nanocrystals are shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b–e with larger magnification. It is obvious that Vo-rich WO3 exhibits many more pentagonal column structures on the surface. The increased pentagonal columns in Vo-rich WO3 manifest the critical role of oxygen vacancy in promoting the surface reconstruction to pentagonal column structures. The underlying mechanism for the surface reconstruction is proposed in Figure 4f. Some of the oxygen atoms around the W atoms at the step area are easily lost forming oxygen vacancies (i). The existence of oxygen vacancy breaks the local symmetry and lowers the structure of WO3. Therefore, W atoms in the edge positions will squeeze into the void area and coordinate with neighboring atoms (ii) and finally form the pentagonal column structures (iii) in order to minimize the surface energy and stabilize the structures.
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